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In this course, process material from one clinical session will be presented on six different occasions to six different discussants. The discussants will be analysts known to work from a particular theoretical perspective, and we will have an opportunity to see how each analyst distinctly approaches the same clinical data. We will consider theme questions each week of how to identify both distinguishing and shared features of different psychoanalytic theories and how they are applied to analytic technique. We will study how clinicians from different theoretical traditions grapple with tensions between the influences of development vs. inherited disposition, intrapsychic vs. interpersonal phenomena, the present analytic moment vs. recreations of the past, the mutative roles of interpretation vs. the analytic relationship itself, and the benefit of applying structuring theoretical frameworks vs. tolerating uncertainty. We will also explore how the patient’s self-formulation and internal resonances with particular theories can impact analytic process. By critically examining a variety of psychoanalytic paradigms and their clinical applications, each student will be encouraged to define their own psychoanalytic integrative stance that accounts for these concepts and tensions.

I. February 19: Concepts of Integrative Theory.

In our first session, we will consider various approaches psychoanalysts can take to the multiplicity of theories available in analysis today. Please read the following paper by Fred Pine, which offers an elegant conceptualization of how different theories can be woven together in clinical work:


The following papers also provide useful ways to apply pluralistic or integrative thinking regarding psychoanalytic theory, and are worth reviewing as the seminar progresses (there are no specifically assigned readings for future weeks):


Objective: Describe the benefits and pitfalls of taking an integrative stance in psychoanalytic work.

II. February 26: Contemporary Classical Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to guest discussant Cordelia Schmidt-Hellerau, Ph.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Contemporary Classical perspective in psychoanalytic work.

III. March 5: Kleinian/Bionian Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to Guest discussant Larry Brown, Ph.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Kleinian/Bionian perspective in psychoanalytic work.

IV. March 12: Self Psychology Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to guest discussants Anna Ornstein, M.D., and Rafael Ornstein, M.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Self Psychological perspective in psychoanalytic work.

V. March 19: Relational Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to guest discussant Andrea Celenza, Ph.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Relational perspective in psychoanalytic work.

VI. March 26: Child Developmental Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to guest discussant James Herzog, M.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Child Developmental perspective in psychoanalytic work.

VII. April 2: Pluralistic Perspective.
Clinical material will be presented to guest discussant James Frosch, M.D.
Objective: Identify the role of a Pluralistic perspective in psychoanalytic work.
VIII. April 9: Integrative Theory Summary

In this session, we will consider together how to evaluate and integrate the various approaches we have heard to clinical material.

Objective: Each candidate will define and describe the unique ways that they use various theories in developing their own analytic stance.